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I recommend this to all students of civil-military relations. Commentary welcome. --The Continuing Relevance of Morris Janowitz’s The Professional Soldier for the Education of Officers - Suzanne C. Nielsen, Hugh Liebert, 2020

The Continuing Relevance of Morris Janowitz’s The Professional Soldier deserves renewed emphasis, especially from the military’s seni... journals.sagepub.com
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Trending on Altmetric
When OK is Not OK: Public Concern About White Nationalism in the U.S. Military

Robert Ralston, Matthew Motta, Jennifer SpinDEL

First Published April 21, 2020 | Research Article
https://doi.org/10.1177/0096327X20918394

Abstract

Are Americans aware and concerned about White nationalism in the U.S. Military? Our large and demographically representative survey suggests that while most Americans suspect at least some presence of White nationalism in the military, many do not view it as a serious problem; particularly self-identified conservatives and respondents who hold highly favorable views toward military service members. However, in a between-within-subjects experiment embedded in our survey, we show that providing information about the issue of White nationalism in the U.S. Military increases the public’s overall concern about White nationalism in the U.S. Military.

Keywords

civil-military relations, White nationalism, public opinion, survey experiment

In late December 2019, the Republican-led U.S. Senate removed the term “White nationalist” from a measure designed to screen potential military enlistees as part of the vote on the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA; M. Johnson, 2019). The Democratic-led U.S. House of Representatives had inserted the term “White nationalist” prior to the NDAA reaching the U.S. Senate. The move comes after growing concern among experts about White nationalism in the U.S. Military and a perceived lack of institutional attention the issue receives in the Pentagon (Harkins, 2019; Shane, 2019). These dynamics in the military are part and parcel of a broader concern of growing White nationalism in segments of U.S. society. Are Americans aware and concerned about White nationalism in the U.S. Military?

We fielded a survey in May 2019 to understand what the public thinks about White nationalism in the military. Additionally, we used a survey experiment to examine whether providing information about the issue of White nationalism in the U.S. Military increases the public’s overall concern with White nationalism in the
When OK is Not OK: Public Concern About White Nationalism in the U.S. Military
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1. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (Salon, 12 Oct 2020)
   - White nationalist groups, who make up some of the most serious terror threats in the country, are not a concern among the military, according to a new poll.

2. White nationalists seek influence in U.S. military (UPI.com, 06 Oct 2020)
   - Oct. 9 (UPI) -- White nationalist groups, who make up some of the most serious terrorism threats in the country, are not a concern among the military, according to a new poll.

3. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (Arizona Daily Star, 08 Oct 2020)
   - (The Conversation is an independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and commentary from academic experts.)

4. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (Salt Lake Tribune, 08 Oct 2020)
   - (The Conversation is an independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and commentary from academic experts.)

5. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (New Hampshire Public Radio, 08 Oct 2020)
   - Jennifer Spindel, University of New Hampshire (The Conversation is an independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and commentary from academic experts.)

6. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (New Mexico In Depth, 08 Oct 2020)
   - (The Conversation is an independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and commentary from academic experts.)

7. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (The Daily Times, 08 Oct 2020)
   - (The Conversation is an independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and commentary from academic experts.)

8. Americans aren’t worried about white nationalism in the military—because they don’t know it’s there (The Conversation, 08 Oct 2020)
   - White nationalist groups, who make up some of the most serious terror threats in the country, are not a concern among the military, according to a new poll.

9. Caught in the American ‘battlespace,’ the US military is reckoning with racism and politicization (Business Insider, 16 Jun 2020)
   - Two ongoing trends involving the US military have come to the fore amid recent nationwide protests: the increasing involvement of the military in domestic policing, and the impact of systemic racism and political influence on the institution.
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When OK is Not OK: Public Concern About White Nationalism in the U.S. Military
Robert Ralston, Matthew Motta, Jennifer Spindel
First Published April 21, 2020 | Research Article | https://doi.org/10.1177/0095327X20918394

Abstract
Are Americans aware and concerned about White nationalism in the U.S. Military? Our large and demographically representative survey suggests that while most Americans suspect at least some of White nationalism in the military, many do not view it as a serious problem; particularly self-identified conservatives and respondents who hold highly favorable views toward military service member in a between-within-subjects experiment embedded in our survey, we show that providing inform the issue of White nationalism in the U.S. Military increases the public’s overall concern about White nationalism in the U.S. Military.

Keywords
civil-military relations, White nationalism, public opinion, survey experiment

In late December 2019, the Republican-led U.S. Senate removed the term “White nationalist” from a measure designed to screen potential military enliestees as part of the vote on the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA; M. Johnson, 2019). The Democratic-led U.S. House of Representatives had inserted the term “White nationalist” prior to the NDAA reaching the U.S. Senate. The move comes after growing concern among experts about White nationalism in the U.S. Military and a perceived lack of institutional attention the issue receives in the Pentagon (Harkins, 2019; Shane, 2019). These dynamics in the military are part and parcel of a broader concern of growing White nationalism in segments of U.S. society. Are Americans aware and concerned about White nationalism in the U.S. Military?

We fielded a survey in May 2019 to understand what the public thinks about White nationalism in the military. Additionally, we used a survey experiment to examine whether providing information about the issue of white
When OK is Not OK: Public Concern About White Nationalism in the U.S. Military - Robert Ralston, Matthew Motta, Jennifer Spindel, 2020
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0095327X2018394#.X6F8IIrldE0.twitter

When OK is Not OK: Public Concern About White Nationalism in the U.S. Military? Are Americans aware and concerned about White nationalism in the U.S. Military? Our large and demographically representative survey suggest... journals.sagepub.com
The Conversation is a network of not-for-profit media outlets that publish news stories on the Internet that are written by academic experts and researchers.
Effects of childhood adversity linger during college years
Toni Watt, Texas State University

Multiple difficult childhood experiences can lead to depression and anxiety during college, research has found. Lack of support often makes things worse.
Effects of childhood adversity linger during college years

The Research Brief is a short take about interesting academic work.

The big idea

College students who experienced a high level of adversity in childhood have lower levels of social support, such as having someone to confide in, ask for advice or go to for emotional support. When students lack these supportive relationships, they are at an increased risk of experiencing depression and anxiety. These are a few of the findings from our peer-reviewed study published in the Journal of Family Psychology.
People who need people: the relationship between adverse childhood experiences and mental health among college students

Toni Watt, PhD, Seoyoun Kim, PhD, Natalie Ceballos, PhD & Christine Norton, PhD

Received 03 Dec 2019, Accepted 29 Jun 2020, Published online: 23 Jul 2020

Abstract

Objective

This study investigates the association between adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) and mental health among a sample of college students. It also explores whether health behaviors and social support may help to explain the link between ACEs and mental health. Participants: Participants were students at a large public university in the Southwest (n = 404). Methods: A survey captured ACEs, diet, exercise, smoking, binge drinking, perceived social support, depression, anxiety, and demographics. Results: Respondents with four or more ACEs had significantly higher rates of depression and anxiety than respondents with lower ACE scores. We found significant differences in social support, but not health behaviors for the two groups. Finally, social support emerged as a strong predictor of
**People who need people: the relationship between adverse childhood experiences and mental health among college students**
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Florence Kelley

NAACP and work on racial equality [subheading]

“According to W.E.B. DuBois, Kelley was well known for asking pointed questions to find a course of action. [13]”
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Further reading [edit]


“Great Place to Start”
Conceptual frameworks are particularly useful as organizing devices in empirical research. One set of scholars has applied the notion of conceptual framework to deductive, empirical research at the micro- or individual study level. [11][12][13][14]
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Pragmatism as philosophy of science: A tool for public administration.
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Several types of conceptual frameworks have been identified,\textsuperscript{[13][14][19]} and line up with a research purpose in the following ways:

- Working hypothesis – exploration or exploratory research\textsuperscript{[20]}
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